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INTRODUCTION

      The excitement around the documentary genre 
continues to build.  Thanks to Netflix, Amazon and HBO, 
there are more opportunities to see these terrific movies, 
and the audiences are expanding.  This is great news for 
non-fiction filmmakers and audiences alike.  More 
engaging films means reaching wider audiences, which 
then creates more opportunities for change. 

    We at Cause Cinema recognize film as one of the most 
powerful tools of communication; you could call it 
entertainment for change.  The style and structure of 
documentary continues to evolve, while attracting new 
audiences to the genre.  We thought it could be helpful to 
put together a list of 50 films you will appreciate.  Of 
course, lists are subjective, and we’re not saying this is the 
“best of” by any means.  And for you true doc film buffs, 
you may have seen many of these titles; but there will be 
some new discoveries here.  I promise.   

A few things to keep in mind, regarding our selections:  

We focused on films that were clearly made in support 
of a specific cause, or addressed a socially relevant 
theme.  
There is an emphasis on films made after 2000.  Many of 
the films made prior to then are more difficult to find 
and stream online.  
Virtually all of these movies can be found online.  Most 
are on iTunes and/or Amazon.  Some are on HBO and 
Netflix, others on PBS or National Geographic.    
If the movie still has a website, the film title is a live link 
to their site.  
All films have trailer links.  
Nearly all of these titles are award winners, either at 
film festivals or recognized by the Academy.     



      While we will continue with blogs, podcasts, and 
newsletters, guiding you to the best in social impact 
cinema, we hope you will share these movies with your 
friends.  The more people engaged by these pressing 
issues, the better the chances we have of inspiring change. 

    We look forward to your feedback on the films, the 
issues and our other programs.  Join the conversation, 
either on our social media channels or LinkedIn.  And be 
sure to visit and comment on Blogs and Podcasts, as we 
continue to shine a light on quality social impact films 
playing on a screen near you!  

    Thanks for joining the cause ,  and thank you to all these 
inspiring filmmakers for sharing these amazing stories. 
Onward… 

Jon Fitzgerald 
Founder, Cause Cinema  

http://www.causecinema.com/podcast
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49 UP
               direced by Michael Apted

49 Up is the seventh film in a series of 
landmark documentaries that began 42 

years ago when Michael Apted interviewed a 
diverse group of seven-year-old children 
from all over England, asking them about 

their lives and their dreams for the future. 
 Apted has returned to interview the 

"children" every seven years since, at ages 
14, 21, 28, 35, 42 and now again at age 49.

T R A I L E R

Millions know their voices, but no one 
knows their names. In this compelling film, 

award-winning director Morgan Neville 
shines a spotlight on the untold true story 
of the backup singers behind some of the 

greatest musical legends of the 21st century. 
Triumphant and heartbreaking in equal 

measure, the film is both a tribute to the 
unsung voices who brought shape and style 

to popular music and a reflection on the 
conflicts, sacrifices and rewards of a career 

spent harmonizing with others.   

20 FEET FROM STARDOM
               Directed by Morgan Neville

T R A I L E R
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https://youtu.be/UcrTX6x_qpw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LDO_dL2NZjk
http://twentyfeetfromstardom.com/
https://youtu.be/tWyUJcA8Zfo


T R A I L E R

Featuring no conventional narrative, this 
film presents vibrant footage of people, 

places and things from around the world. 
From chaotic cities to barren wilderness, the 

movie takes viewers around the globe to 
witness a variety of spectacles in both 

natural and technological realms. 

BARAKA
               Direced by Ron Fricke

T R A I L E R

THE ACT OF KILLING

Anwar Congo and his friends have been 
dancing their way through musical numbers, 
twisting arms in film noir gangster scenes, 
and galloping across prairies as yodelling 
cowboys. Their foray into filmmaking is 

being celebrated in the media and debated 
on television, even though Anwar Congo and 

his friends are mass murderers.

  Directed by Joshua Oppenheimer
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https://youtu.be/6GiqYLrJBG0
https://youtu.be/ZSfFHxyYJJA


T R A I L E R

BEFORE THE FLOOD
               Direced by Fisher Stevens

If you could know the truth about the 
threat of climate change — would you 

want to know? Before the Flood, 
presented by National Geographic, 

features Leonardo DiCaprio on a journey 
as a United Nations Messenger of Peace, 

traveling to five continents and the Arctic 
to witness climate change firsthand. He 

goes on expeditions with scientists 
uncovering the reality of climate change 
and meets with political leaders fighting 

against inaction. He also discovers a 
calculated disinformation campaign 

orchestrated by powerful special interests 
working to confuse the public about the 
urgency of the growing climate crisis. 

BLACKFISH

T R A I L E R

Blackfish tells the story of Tilikum, a 
performing killer whale that killed several 
people while in captivity. Along the way, 

director-producer Cowperthwaite 
compiles shocking footage and emotional 

interviews to explore the creature’s 
extraordinary nature, the species’ cruel 

treatment in captivity, the lives and losses
of the trainers and the pressures brought 

on by a billion dollar sea park industry. 
 

  Directed by Gabriela Cowperthwaite
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https://youtu.be/6UGsRcxaSAI
https://www.beforetheflood.com/
https://youtu.be/Y6ou5DqfkZ8


BLOOD BROTHER
  Directed by Steve Hoover

T R A I L E R

Rocky Braat, a young man from a 
fractured family and a troubled past, 

went traveling through India without a 
plan. Then he met a group of HIV 

positive children living in an orphanage 
— a meeting that changed everything for 

him. Rocky left his life, friends, and 
career in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania to live 

with the kids.  

Documentary photographer Zana Briski 
journeyed into Calcutta's underworld to 

photograph the city's prostitutes. In 
return, she offered to teach the 

prostitutes' children the basics of 
photography so that the kids could 

document their own lives on the streets 
of one of the world's poorest cities. The 

resulting photographs, often 
astonishing, were exhibited around the 

world; many of them are seen in this 
film, which won the Academy Award for 

best documentary feature in 2005. 

BORN INTO BROTHELS

T R A I L E R

  Directed by Zana Briski, Ross Kauffman
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http://www.bloodbrotherfilm.com/
https://youtu.be/AE8mmV8eg3Y
http://www.bloodbrotherfilm.com/
https://youtu.be/5ehz3doE56A


BOWLING FOR COLUMBINE
  Directed by Steve Hoover

T R A I L E R

Political documentary filmmaker Michael 
Moore explores the circumstances that 
lead to the 1999 Columbine High School 

massacre and, more broadly, the 
proliferation of guns and the high 
homicide rate in America. In his 

trademark provocative fashion, Moore 
accosts Kmart corporate employees and 
pleads with them to stop selling bullets, 

investigates why Canada doesn't have 
the same excessive rate of gun violence 
and questions actor Charlton Heston on 

his support of the NRA. 

Documentary photographer Zana Briski 
journeyed into Calcutta's underworld to 

photograph the city's prostitutes. In 
return, she offered to teach the 

prostitutes' children the basics of 
photography so that the kids could 

document their own lives on the streets 
of one of the world's poorest cities. The 

resulting photographs, often 
astonishing, were exhibited around the 

world; many of them are seen in this 
film, which won the Academy Award for 

best documentary feature in 2005. 

BROTHERS KEEPER

T R A I L E R

  Directed by Zana Briski, Ross Kauffman
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http://www.bloodbrotherfilm.com/
https://youtu.be/EUSpszWfu_w
https://youtu.be/shWoWvaaTm4


BUENA VISTA SOCIAL CLUB
  Directed by Wim Wenders

T R A I L E R

This documentary by lauded German 
filmmaker Wim Wenders follows 

renowned guitarist Ry Cooder and his 
son, Joachim, as they travel to Cuba and 
assemble a group of the country's finest 

musicians to record an album. Among 
the artists included in the project are 

singer Ibrahim Ferrer and pianist Rubén 
González, who are both interviewed and 

featured in studio footage. 

CARTEL LAND is a riveting, on-the- 
ground look at the journeys of two 

modern-day vigilante groups and their 
shared enemy – the murderous Mexican 

drug cartels. In the Mexican state of 
Michoacán, Dr. Jose Mireles, a small- 
town physician known as "El Doctor," 

leads the Autodefensas, a citizen 
uprising against the violent Knights 

Templar drug cartel that has wreaked 
havoc on the region for years. 

Meanwhile, in Arizona's Altar Valley – a 
narrow, 52-mile-long desert corridor 
known as Cocaine Alley – Tim "Nailer" 

Foley, an American veteran, heads a 
small paramilitary group called Arizona 

Border Recon, whose goal is to stop
Mexico’s drug wars from seeping across 

our border. 

CARTEL LAND

T R A I L E R

  Directed by Matthew Heineman
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http://www.buenavistasocialclub.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KiSsr0snNHY
http://cartellandmovie.com/
https://youtu.be/xC5bpPfltOI


THE CASE AGAINST 8
  Directed by Ben Cotner, Ryan White

T R A I L E R

Filmmakers Ben Cotner and Ryan White 
examine the landmark Supreme Court 

case that overturned California's 
Proposition 8 and its ban on same-sex 

marriage. 

Coral reefs around the world are 
vanishing at an unprecedented rate. A 

team of divers, photographers and 
scientists set out on a thrilling ocean 

adventure to discover why and to reveal 
the underwater mystery to the world. 

CHASING CORAL

T R A I L E R

  Directed by Jeff Orlowski
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http://thecaseagainst8.com/
https://youtu.be/O-ZN2a-KWZw
http://www.chasingcoral.com/
https://youtu.be/b6fHA9R2cKI


CHASING ICE
  Directed by  Jeff Orlowski

T R A I L E R

Chasing Ice is the story of one man’s 
mission to change the tide of history 
by gathering undeniable evidence of 

our changing planet. Within months of 
that first trip to Iceland, the 

photographer conceived the boldest 
expedition of his life: The Extreme Ice 

Survey. With a band of young 
adventurers in tow, Balog began 

deploying revolutionary time-lapse 
cameras across the brutal Arctic to 
capture a multi-year record of the 

world’s changing glaciers. 

Academy Award® Winner for Best 
Documentary of 2009, THE COVE 
follows an elite team of activists, 
filmmakers and freedivers as they 

embark on a covert mission to 
penetrate a remote and hidden cove in 

Taiji, Japan, shining a light on a dark 
and deadly secret. Utilizing state-of- 
the-art techniques, including hidden 

microphones and cameras in fake rocks, 
the team uncovers how this small 

seaside village serves as a horrifying 
microcosm of massive ecological crimes 

happening worldwide. The result is a 
provocative mix of investigative 
journalism, eco-adventure and 

arresting imagery, adding up to an 
unforgettable story that has inspired 

audiences worldwide to action. 

THE COVE

T R A I L E R

  Directed by Louie Psihoyosi
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https://chasingice.com/
https://chasingice.com/
http://www.thecovemovie.com/
https://youtu.be/4KRD8e20fBo


Who would think a documentary about 
the collapse of a mammoth 

corporation could play out like a 
drama with the emotional power of 

Greek tragedy? But that is the impact 
of ENRON: The Smartest Guys in the 

Room, the inside story of one of 
history’s greatest business scandals, in 

which top executives of America’s 
seventh largest company walked away 

with over one billion dollars while 
investors and employees lost 

everything. 

ENRON: THE SMARTEST 
GUYS IN THE ROOM

T R A I L E R

FARENHEIT 9/11
 Directed by Michael Moore

Michael Moore's political documentary 
uses humor and connect-the-dots 

investigative journalism to question 
the Bush administration's motives for 
wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. The film 
argues that President George W. Bush 
and his inner circle used the media to 
further an agenda that exploited the 

9/11 attacks. The close ties of the 
Saudis to the Bush family, the cynical 

profiteering of corporations and a 
political elite beholden to special 

interests are all cited as elements of a 
corrupt system. 

  Directed by Alex Gibney

T R A I L E R
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https://youtu.be/yg-be2r7ouc
https://youtu.be/-w6duQhWuVk


THE FARM: LIFE INSIDE 
ANGOLA PRISON 

FOOD, INC. 

  Directed by  Liz Garbus, Jonathan Stack

Documentary filmmaker Robert Kenner 
examines how mammoth corporations 
have taken over all aspects of the food 

chain in the United States, from the 
farms where our food is grown to the 
chain restaurants and supermarkets 

where it's sold.  

T R A I L E R

Documentary filmmaker Robert Kenner 
examines how mammoth corporations 
have taken over all aspects of the food 

chain in the United States, from the 
farms where our food is grown to the 
chain restaurants and supermarkets 

where it's sold.  

T R A I L E R

  Directed by  Robert Kenner
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http://www.takepart.com/foodinc/index.html
https://itunes.apple.com/us/movie/the-farm-life-inside-angola-prison/id1005886804
https://youtu.be/eHJiNC_7wuw


FORKS OVER KNIVES 
  Directed by Lee Fulkerson

T R A I L E R

Two out of every three of us are 
overweight. Cases of diabetes are 
exploding, especially amongst our 

younger population. About half of us 
are taking at least one prescription 

drug. Major medical operations have 
become routine, helping to drive 
health care costs to astronomical 
levels. Heart disease, cancer and 

stroke are the country’s three leading 
causes of death, even though billions 
are spent each year to “battle” these 

very conditions. Millions suffer from a 
host of other degenerative diseases. 

GIDEON’S ARMY follows the personal 
stories of Travis Williams, Brandy 

Alexander and June Hardwick, three 
young public defenders who are part of a 

small group of idealistic lawyers in the 
Deep South challenging the assumptions 

that drive a criminal justice system 
strained to the breaking point.  

GIDEONS ARMY

T R A I L E R

  Directed by  Robert Kenner
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https://www.forksoverknives.com/
https://youtu.be/vPJbYAYzP04
http://gideonsarmythefilm.com/
https://youtu.be/P3NFLeoyA4o


GLEASON 
  Directed by J. Clay Tweel

T R A I L E R

At the age of 34, Steve Gleason, former 
NFL defensive back and New Orleans 

hero, was diagnosed with ALS. Doctors 
gave him two to five years to live. So 
that is what Steve chose to do: live. 

This film incorporates personal video 
journals from Gleason for his then- 

unborn son to footage of his 
adventures undertaken as part of his 
mission to live his life to the fullest. 

After the Taliban tries to kill her for 
speaking out on behalf of girls' 

education, Pakistani teenager Malala 
Yousafzai emerges as a leading advocate 
for children's rights and the youngest- 

ever Nobel Peace Prize Laureate. 

HE NAMED ME MALALA

T R A I L E R

  Directed by Davis Guggenheim
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https://www.amazon.com/gleason-clay-tweel/dp/b01i2bh81w
https://youtu.be/WgkQU32XSFQ
http://www.henamedmemalalamovie.com/
https://youtu.be/vE5gSHJkusU


THE HOUSE I LIVE IN 
  Directed by Eugene Jarecki

T R A I L E R

The death of his housekeeper's son 
inspires filmmaker Eugene Jarecki to 

add up the true cost of America's 
losing war on drugs. 

Master filmmaker Raoul Peck envisions 
the book James Baldwin never finished, 
Remember This House. The result is a 

radical, up-to-the-minute examination of 
race in America, using Baldwin’s original 
words and flood of rich archival material. 

I Am Not Your Negro is a journey into 
black history that connects the past of 

the Civil Rights movement to the present 
of #BlackLivesMatter. It is a film that 

questions black representation in 
Hollywood and beyond. And, ultimately, 
by confronting the deeper connections 
between the lives and assassination of 
Medgar Evers, Malcolm X and Martin 

Luther King Jr., Baldwin and Peck have 
produced a work that challenges the very 

definition of what America stands for. 

I AM NOT YOUR NEGRO

T R A I L E R

  Directed by Raoul Peck
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http://www.thehouseilivein.org/
https://youtu.be/Kud1DN4qiI8
http://www.iamnotyournegrofilm.com/
https://youtu.be/rNUYdgIyaPM


HOW TO DIE IN OREGON 
  Directed by Peter Richardson

T R A I L E R

In 1994, Oregon became the first state 
to legalize physician-assisted suicide. 
As a result, any individual whom two 

physicians diagnose as having less than 
six months to live can lawfully request 
a fatal dose of barbiturate to end his or 

her life. Since 1994, more than 500 
Oregonians have taken their mortality 

into their own hands. 

Every school day, African-American 
teenagers William Gates and Arthur Agee 
travel 90 minutes each way from inner- 

city Chicago to St. Joseph High School in 
Westchester, Illinois, a predominately 
white suburban school well-known for 

the excellence of its basketball program. 
Gates and Agee dream of NBA stardom, 
and with the support of their close-knit 

families, they battle the social and 
physical obstacles that stand in their 

way. This acclaimed documentary was 
shot over the course of five years. 

HOOP DREAMS

T R A I L E R

  Directed by Steve James
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http://www.howtodieinoregon.com/
https://youtu.be/_F-525sCzhE
https://youtu.be/scFTAyjs2cc


JESUS CAMP 
  Directed by Heidi Ewing, Rachel Grady

T R A I L E R

Filmmakers Heidi Ewing and Rachel 
Grady visit an evangelical Christian 
summer camp called Kids on Fire, 

where children take part in programs 
designed to strengthen and intensify 

their beliefs. The camp's founder, 
Becky Fischer, discusses her mission to 

indoctrinate youths in the word of 
God, while young campers play certain 

combat video games and talk about 
their love for Jesus. 

Landfill Harmonic follows the Recycled 
Orchestra of Cateura, a Paraguayan 

musical group that plays instruments 
made entirely out of garbage. Under the 

guidance of idealistic music director 
Favio Chavez, the orchestra must 

navigate a strange new world of arenas 
and sold-out concerts. However, when 

a natural disaster strikes their 
community, Favio must find a way to 

keep the orchestra intact and provide a 
source of hope for their town. The film 

is a testimony to the transformative 
power of music and the resilience of 

the human spirit. 

LANDFILL HARMONIC

T R A I L E R

  Directed by Brad Allgood
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https://youtu.be/sC_yzUWIfzs
http://www.landfillharmonicmovie.com/
https://youtu.be/OyM-WaC0-Gg


AN INCONVENIENT TRUTH 
  Directed by Davis Guggenheim 

T R A I L E R

Filmmaker Davis Guggenheim follows 
Al Gore on the lecture circuit, as the 

former presidential candidate 
campaigns to raise public awareness of 

the dangers of global warming and 
calls for immediate action to curb its 

destructive effects on the 
environment. 

A filmmaker explores the ever-increasing 
incidents of violent sexual assault within 

the U.S. military. 

THE INVISIBLE WAR

T R A I L E R

  Directed by Kirby Dick
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http://www.thehouseilivein.org/
https://youtu.be/KWqGtRRzJdc
http://invisiblewarmovie.com/
https://youtu.be/3fBaFQk6aE0


MAD HOT BALLROOM
  Directed by Marilyn Agrelo

T R A I L E R

The students of several New York City 
elementary schools learn ballroom 
dancing and compete in a city wide 

dance competition. 

Susan Tom has a very special family. For 
over a decade, she's raised 11 adopted 

children, all of whom have some sort of 
mental or physical disability. A former 
nurse who endured heartbreak of her 
own, Susan has devoted her entire life 

to caring for and providing for her 
children. Among them are Joe, a moody 

teenager with cystic fibrosis, and 
Anthony, who was born with a rare and 
painful skin disease. Through birthdays, 
doctor visits and family feuds, Susan is 

the family's rock. 

MY FLESH AND BLOOD

T R A I L E R

  Directed by Jonathan Karsh
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https://youtu.be/lEVNYvwb4vA
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0342804/videoplayer/vi110625049?ref_=tt_pv_vi_aiv_1


LIFE, ANIMATED 
  Directed by Roger Ross Williams

T R A I L E R

LIFE, ANIMATED is the inspirational 
story of Owen Suskind, a young man 
who was unable to speak as a child 
until he and his family discovered a 

unique way to communicate by 
immersing themselves in the world of 

classic Disney animated films. This 
emotional coming-of-age story follows 
Owen as he graduates to adulthood and 

takes his first steps toward 
independence.  

At the end of each Antarctic summer, 
the emperor penguins of the South Pole 

journey to their traditional breeding 
grounds in a fascinating mating ritual 

that is captured in this documentary by 
intrepid filmmaker Luc Jacquet. The 

journey across frozen tundra proves to 
be the simplest part of the ritual, as 
after the egg is hatched, the female 

must delicately transfer it to the male 
and make her way back to the distant 
sea to nourish herself and bring back 

food to her newborn chick. 

MARCH OF THE PENGUINS

T R A I L E R

  Directed by Luc Jacquet
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http://www.lifeanimateddoc.com/
https://youtu.be/ugB47_rh6GA
http://www.nationalgeographic.com/marchofthepenguins/
https://youtu.be/nJNJ5zYgZSw


RACING EXTINCTION
  Directed by Louie Psihoyosi

T R A I L E R

A team of artists and activists exposes 
the hidden world of extinction with 
never-before-seen images that will 

change the way we see the planet. Two 
worlds drive extinction across the 

globe, potentially resulting in the loss 
of half of all species. The international 
wildlife trade creates bogus markets at 

the expense of creatures that have 
survived on this planet for millions of 

years. And the other surrounds us, 
hiding in plain sight — a world that the 
oil and gas companies don’t want the 

rest of us to see. 

Ex-journalist Michael Moore demands 
answers when General Motors suddenly 
closes the doors of all its auto plants in 
the Flint, Michigan, the city where he 
grew up. With over 30,000 people out 

of work, Flint is economically 
devastated, and Moore aims to track 

down General Motors CEO Roger Smith 
to make him answer for his actions. 

While on the search, Moore also 
chronicles the emotional effect the 
closings have had on his family and 

friends, while violent crimes begin to 
skyrocket in Flint. 

ROGER AND ME

T R A I L E R

  Directed by Michael Moore
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http://racingextinction.com/
https://youtu.be/lEVNYvwb4vA
https://youtu.be/gOwXkstRaBw


SEARCHING FOR SUGARMAN
  Directed by Malik Bendjelloul

T R A I L E R

Though he faded into obscurity in the 
U.S., an early '70s musician known as 
Rodriguez became a huge hit in South 
Africa and was widely rumored to have 

died. Two obsessed fans set out to 
learn the man's true fate.  

SLINGSHOT

T R A I L E R

  Directed by Paul Lazarus

SlingShot focuses on Segway inventor 
Dean Kamen, his fascinating life, and 
his work to solve the world’s water 

crisis. A quirky genius with a sharp wit 
and a provocative worldview, Kamen is 
our era’s Thomas Edison. He takes on 

the world’s grand challenges one 
invention at a time. Best known for his 
Segway Human Transporter, for more 

than 15 years, he has relentlessly 
pursued an effective way to clean up 

the world’s water supply.  
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https://youtu.be/tDw7OqVBT-w
http://www.slingshotdoc.com/
https://youtu.be/qb1HwQ5SYZs


THE SQUARE
  Directed by Jehane Noujaim

T R A I L E R

The Egyptian Revolution has been an 
ongoing rollercoaster over the past two 
and a half years. Through the news, we 

only get a glimpse of the bloodiest 
battle, an election, or a million man

march. At the beginning of July 2013, 
we witnessed the second president 
deposed within the space of three 
years. The Square is an immersive 

experience, transporting the viewer 
deeply into the intense emotional 

drama and personal stories behind the 
news.  

STAND WITH ME

T R A I L E R

  Directed by Patrick Moreau

After seeing a photo of two enslaved 
boys carrying boulders in Nepal, 9- 

year-old Vivienne is moved to help: by 
setting up a lemonade stand. With the 
goal of freeing 500 kids from slavery, 

Vivienne asks customers to "pay what's 
in your heart" for each cup, and what 
began as a dream, starts to make big 
waves. Join Vivienne on her inspiring 

journey as she shows us the difference 
one person can make. 
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http://thesquarefilm.com/
https://youtu.be/d45MxsxUdc8
https://vimeo.com/81006438


STARFISH THROWERS
  Directed by Jesse Roesler

T R A I L E R

Individual efforts to feed the poor 
ignite a movement in the fight against 

hunger. Award-winning chef Narayanan 
Krishnan, fighting against the caste 

system in India, quits his job to begin a 
life of cooking and hand-delivering 

fresh meals to hundreds of people in his 
hometown. Katie Stagliano’s planting of 
a single cabbage seedling when she was 

nine years old blossoms into Katie’s 
Krops, a non-profit with 73 gardens 
dedicated to ending hunger. Retired 

middle school teacher Mr. Law battles 
personal health issues as he hand 

delivers more than a thousand 
sandwiches nightly to the hungry in 

Minneapolis.  

SUPERSIZE ME

T R A I L E R

  Directed by Morgan Spurlock

While examining the influence of the 
fast food industry, Morgan Spurlock 

personally explores the consequences 
on his health of a diet of solely 

McDonald's food for one month. 
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http://www.thestarfishthrowers.com/
https://youtu.be/D-DDH578vwo
http://morganspurlock.com/work/super-size-me/
https://youtu.be/I1Lkyb6SU5U


THIN BLUE LINE
  Directed by Errol Morris

T R A I L E R

This is the fascinating, controversial 
true story of the arrest and conviction 
of Randall Adams for the murder of a 

Dallas policeman in 1976. Billed as "the 
first movie mystery to actually solve a 

murder," the film is credited with 
overturning the conviction of Randall 
Dale Adams for the murder of Dallas 

police officer Robert Wood, a crime for 
which Adams was sentenced to death. 

With its use of expressionistic 
reenactments, interview material  it 
pioneered a new kind of non-fiction 

filmmaking. 

TOUCHING THE VOID

T R A I L E R

  Directed by Kevin Macdonald

In 1985, two young climbers, Joe
Simpson (Brendan Mackey) and Simon 
Yates (Nicholas Aaron), set out to be 
the first to reach the summit of the 
Siula Grande in the Peruvian Andes. 

They succeed, and the two embark on 
the treacherous descent down the 

mountain -- only to meet with disaster 
when Simpson breaks his leg in a fall, 
leaving Yates to lower him the rest of 

the way with ropes. When a storm 
threatens both their lives, Yates must 

decide whether to cut the rope and risk 
Simpson's likely death. 
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http://www.errolmorris.com/film/tbl.html
https://youtu.be/cwU4jwrRpIE
https://youtu.be/t65VrYZ2U9s


WASTE LAND
  Directed by Lucy Walker 

T R A I L E R

Filmed over nearly three years, WASTE 
LAND follows renowned artist Vik Muniz 

as he journeys from his home base in 
Brooklyn to his native Brazil and the 
world's largest garbage dump, Jardim 
Gramacho, located on the outskirts of 

Rio de Janeiro. There he photographs an 
eclectic band of “catadores”—self- 
designated pickers of recyclable 

materials. Muniz’s initial objective was 
to “paint” the catadores with garbage. 
However, his collaboration with these 
inspiring characters as they recreate 

photographic images of themselves out 
of garbage reveals both the dignity and 
despair of the catadores as they begin 

to re-imagine their lives.  

WAITING FOR SUPERMAN

T R A I L E R

  Directed by Davis Guggenheim

This film by director Davis
Guggenheim investigates the public 
school system in the United States, 

and uncovers the many ways in 
which education in America has 

declined. Rather than relying largely 
on statistics and expert opinions, 

Guggenheim focuses on five 
students -- Anthony, Bianca, Daisy, 
Emily and Francisco -- portraying 
their own individual struggles and 
triumphs within problem-plagued 
academic settings where there are 

no easy solutions to the myriad 
issues that affect them. 
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http://www.wastelandmovie.com/
https://youtu.be/sNlwh8vT2NU
http://www.takepart.com/waiting-for-superman/index.html
https://youtu.be/p2SZE8IA9RA


WEINER
  Directed by Josh Kriegman, Elyse Steinberg 

T R A I L E R

Former Rep. Anthony Weiner (D-N.Y.) 
runs for mayor of New York in 2013, but 
a new sex scandal ruins his attempt at a 

political comeback. 

WHY WE FIGHT

T R A I L E R

  Directed by Eugene Jarecki

Since World War II, the United 
States has been almost constantly 

involved in combat, active 
participants in a string of wars 

fought entirely on foreign shores. 
Eugene Jarecki's documentary 

examines this phenomenon outside 
of partisan bickering, thoughtfully 
exploring what Eisenhower called 
"the business of war." Speaking to 
veterans of wars in Vietnam and 

Iraq, as well as military experts and 
journalists, the film discusses 

defense spending, foreign policy 
and the military-industrial complex. 
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https://youtu.be/nJ4FIGnJknk
http://www.sonyclassics.com/whywefight/
https://youtu.be/BcuStxJHv4c

